Latent antithrombin and its detection, formation and turnover in the circulation.
It is now apparent that the inactivated latent and cleaved conformers of antithrombin (AT) are of pathological significance. Using a single-run electrophoretic technique that allows the quantitative assessment of these conformers in 2 microL plasma, we show that near 3% of the total AT in the circulations of normal individuals is in latent conformation. Only trace amounts of cleaved AT were observed. The slow decline in AT activity on incubation of plasma at 37 degrees C was shown to be almost wholly due to a transition of native AT to its inactive latent form. Also initial studies in the rabbit indicate that the latent form, like the cleaved, has an identical circulatory half-life to that of native AT. We deduce that the steady concentration of latent AT in the circulation is due to the transition of some 10(12) molecules of AT per second balanced by an equivalent clearance of the latent form. Examples of clinical applications of the new technique include its use as a comprehensive single-step screen for genetic variants associated with AT deficiency, and notably the potential it provides to monitor the changes responsible for the loss of AT in the shock syndromes.